
Year Group: 
Reception

2020 - 2021
Term: Summer Term 1

Teachers: Mrs Finnerty, Mrs Sanchez, Mrs Ward & 
Mrs Wareing
EYPs: Mrs Bux, Mrs Majithia, Mrs Muja 
& Miss Housego, Mrs Blazewicz
PPA cover (Mon pm): Mr Allen, Ms Rush & Ms 
Pasma

Our Big Question:
How do we care for ourselves 

and each other?

Topic: Traditional Tales
Key Text this 1/2 term: 
Jack and the Beanstalk
The 3 Billy Goats Gruff
The 3 Wishes

S.M.S.C.& Assemblies
Kindness & Resilience

UNICEF—Rights Respecting Articles (RRA)  
embedded throughout the curriculum

FOCUS NEPS Learning Values:
Purposeful Learning & Enquiring
FOCUS Characteristics of Effective 

Learning:
Creating & Thinking Critically

Personal, Social and Emotional 
Development

Key question: Can I adapt my behaviour to change 
ing situations?
Self-Confidence & Self-Awareness
Learning to describe self in positive terms and 
talk about abilities.
Managing Feelings & Behaviour
To take changes in their stride.
Making Relationships
Listen and be sensitive to the needs of others.
CONTINUOUS PROVISION:
Promoting British/NEPS Values when making 
choices about our learning.
RRA:29

Communication and Language
Key question:Can I carefully listen to and answer 
questions? (What? Why? How?)
Listening & Attention
Learning to make relevant comments.
Understanding
Learning to follow a story without pictures or 
prompts
CONTINUOUS PROVISION:
A wide variety of songs and stories. Get Epic
RRA:13

Physical Development
Key question:Can I handle equipment safely?
Moving & Handling
Learning to confidently handle small equipment and 
improve pencil control in preparation for Year 1.
Key question: Do I know how to stay healthy?
Health & Self-Care
Learning good practices with regard to exercise, 
eating, sleeping and hygiene.
EVENT: Balance Bike training
CONTINUOUS PROVISION:
Daily Mile, Go Noodle programs and Dough Disco
RRA:24

Communication and Language
Key question: Can I retell traditional tales ?
Speaking
I can use ‘and’ and ‘because’ to link my thoughts. 
SHOW & TELL (24—28th May): share your favourite Traditional 
Tale in Class 6 a day (ee Google Classroom stream for details of 
assigned day)

WOW BOOKS (weekly task set on Google Classroom)
PLEASE encourage your child to participate by, creating or 
drawing something, taking a photograph, sticking in a leaflet 
and telling you what to write. They will be expected to talk 
about what is in their book.



Literacy
Reading & Writing
Key questions: Can i tell a traditional tale? Can I name my favourite stories? Can a 
use my sounds to write sentences? Can I describe characters? Can I join sentences 
to retell a story?

 The children will hear a range of traditional tales, some they may have 
heard before and some new ones. We are using Talk 4 Writing to 
structure our writing development and they will be encouraged to act out 
the main events and think about why characters are behaving in certain 
ways. We continue to write for a purpose choosing examples like writing 
instructions for planting a bean and postcards to family.  
CONTINUOUS PROVISION :
Opportunities for mark making related to role play, events, name writing, 
letter formation, recording experiences, etc

  Poetry—Simple poems read
Author Focus— Traditional tales
RRA:28

Mathematics
Number & Shape, Space & Measure
Key question: What happens when we add numbers? What happens when we subtract 
numbers? Can you count on/back from different numbers? Can you find one more 
and one less on a number line? Can we compare objects by length and height?

Maths is all around us!

The children will be learning to add and subtract single digits using real 
objects and number lines to help. Linked to Science we are growing 
beans and tadpoles/frogs and using these among other objects to 
compare length and height.

CONTINUOUS PROVISION: 
Busy Things, Maths Games e.g. spotty dogs, ladybirds etc. Counting 
resources, water/sand investigation. 
RRA: 28

Our Big Science Question

How do things change? 
(growth/life cycles)

Understanding the World
Key question: How can technology help us?
People & Communities, The World & Technology
The children will be using a variety of educational 
platforms within the classroom to support and enhance 
their learning across all areas of the curriculum. With 
support they will learn how we use search engines to 
answer questions and find information.
Learning about life-cycles and how things change.
CONTINUOUS PROVISION:
Google classroom, Get Epic, Busy things
RRA:14

Expressive Arts and Design
Key question: Can you make your own traditional tale? Can 
you make your own bridge? Can you safely use equipment in 
the kitchen? 
Exploring & Using Media & Materials & Being 
Imaginative
The children will be designing their own bridge for the 
goats to cross the river. 
EVENT: ART/DT week 24-28 May
CONTINUOUS PROVISION:
Role Play, Different media to create artwork/music 
using skills learned.
RRA:12


